
 

 

 

  

Curriculum Content 

Science – 

Physics –  

KS4 – 



Assessment Objectives 

Edexcel GCSE Science (Separate Science and Combined Science) has three assessment objectives. Each assessment objective is developed in every topic that the students 

study. The assessment objectives are: 

AO1 Demonstrate knowledge and understanding. 

AO2 Apply knowledge and understanding. 

AO3 Analyse information and ideas. 

Year 10 
Half Term 1 

September - October 
Half Term 2 

October - December 
Half Term 3 

January - February 

 Topic: Light and electromagnetic waves. 
Edexcel topic 5.1-5.24 
 
Knowledge: Applying the basic ideas on 

the wave model to describe and explain 
the properties of all electromagnetic 
waves.  
Required practical; Refraction and how 
the nature of the surface affects amount 
of energy absorbed and emitted. 
 
Skills: Numeracy-measuring, calculating 

& re-arranging-use of standard form 
Literacy- using key vocabulary to classify 
Scientific-investigating wave speed. 
 
Rationale: Follows on from the waves 

topic and allows students to apply the 
basic ideas. 

Topic: Light and electromagnetic waves. 
Edexcel topic 5.1-5.24; including images 
produced by lenses for separate science 
students. 
 
Knowledge: Applying the basic ideas on the 

wave model to describe and explain the 
properties of all electromagnetic waves.  
Required practical; Refraction and how 
surface affects amount of energy absorbed 
and emitted. 
 
Skills: Numeracy-measuring, calculating & 

re-arranging-use of standard form 
Literacy- using key vocabulary to classify 
Scientific-investigating wave speed. 
 
Rationale: Follows on from the waves topic 
and allows students to apply the basic ideas. 

Topic: Radioactivity. Edexcel topic 6.1-6.46; 
including medical uses, nuclear fission and 
fusion for separate science students. 
 
Knowledge: Describing how the model of the 
atom has changed over the years and what 
we now think. Applying this to changes that 
occur during radioactive decay, fission and 
fusion. 
 
Skills: Numeracy-balancing nuclear equations 
and analysis of half-life from a graph. 
Literacy- Using key word to describe the 
changes that take place. 
Scientific- Modelling Radioactive decay. 
 
Rationale: This follows on from the year 7&8 

particles topics and develops the particle 
model further to include sub atomic particles 
and changes within the nucleus. This will be 
revisited in year 11 topic; particle model. 

Vocabulary 
Links 

Transverse wave, frequency, 
wavelength, hertz, transmitted, 
absorbed, reflected, refracted, 

electromagnetic, vacuum. 
 

Incidence, reflection, refraction, normal, 
ray, total internal reflection, diffuse 

reflection, transmit, converging, diverging, 
focal length, focal point, real / virtual 

image 

 

Alpha particle, beta particle, decay,  gamma 
ray, positron, nucleon, absorption/emission 
spectrum, ionising radiation, background 

radiation, count rate, Geiger–Müller tube, half-
life, mutation, radiotherapy, nuclear fusion, 

chain reaction  



Year 10 
Half Term 4 

February – March 
Half Term 5 
April - May 

Half Term 6 
June - July 

 Topic: Astronomy (separate science 

students only). Edexcel topic 7.1-7.15 
 
Knowledge: Describe how models of 

the solar system and the universe have 
changed over time and the evidence fo4r 
these changes. 
 
Skills: Literacy-Describing how and why 

models change. 
 
Rationale: This is the extension module 

for separate science students only. It is 
done towards the end of year 10 as 
these students should have worked 
through the other topics faster than the 
combined students. It links to forces, 
waves, Light and the EM spectrum. 

Topic: Electricity and circuits and static 

electricity (separate science only). Edexcel 
10.1-10.42; 11.1-11.10 (separate science 
only) 
 
Knowledge: To understand the links 

between potential difference, current and 
resistance for a variety of circuits, including 
those found in the home. 
Apply this to insulators becoming charged. 
Required practical-Setting up circuits to 
measure p.d. current and resistance 
 
Skills: Numeracy- calculating, re-arranging, 

extended calculations, and standard form. 
Literacy-Describing and explaining current-
voltage characteristics 
Scientific-Measuring current and p.d, drawing 
graphs. 
 
Rationale: This follows on from the year 7& 8 

electricity topics. The electricity model is 
introduced in year 10 so that it can be applied 
in year 11. 

Topic: Electricity and circuits and static 

electricity (separate science only). Edexcel 
10.1-10.42; 11.1-11.10 (separate science 
only) 
 
Knowledge: To understand the links between 

potential difference, current and resistance for 
a variety of circuits, including those found in 
the home. 
Apply this to insulators becoming charged. 
Required practical-Setting up circuits to 
measure p.d. current and resistance 
 
Skills: Numeracy- calculating, re-arranging, 

extended calculations, and standard form. 
Literacy-Describing and explaining current-
voltage characteristics 
Scientific-Measuring current and p.d, drawing 
graphs. 
 
Rationale: This follows on from the year 7& 8 

electricity topics. The electricity model is 
introduced in year 10 so that it can be applied 
in year 11. 
 

Vocabulary 
Links 
 
 
 
 
 

Asteroid, comet, dwarf planet, 
elliptical, geocentric, heliocentric, 
gravitational field strength, black 

holes, fusion reaction, nebula, 
neutron star, red giant, supernova, 
Doppler effect, red-shift, Big Bang 

Theory,  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Parallel/series circuit, voltage, potential 
difference, volt, current, Ampere, charge, 

coulomb, Ohm, resistance, Light-
dependent resistor, diode, thermistor, 
power, Watt, national grid, induction, 

electrostatic 

Parallel/series circuit, voltage, potential 
difference, volt, current, Ampere, charge, 

coulomb, Ohm, resistance, Light-
dependent resistor, diode, thermistor, 
power, Watt, national grid, induction, 

electrostatic 



Year 11 
Half Term 1 

September - October 
Half Term 2 

October - December 
Half Term 3 

January - February 

 Topic: Forces doing work and forces 

and their effects. Edexcel 8.1-8.15 and 
9.1-9.10 
 
Knowledge: Link the forces model with 

the energy model via work done. Recap 
basic ideas of forces from year 10 and 
apply this to energy transfer, resultant 
forces and turning effects. 
 
Skills: Numeracy-measuring, calculating 

& re-arranging-use of standard form. 
Literacy- using key vocabulary to 
describe energy transfers 
Scientific-investigating resultant forces 
and turning effects. 
 
Rationale: Follows on from the forces 

and motion topic and the energy 
conservation topic to recap basic 
knowledge and apply to new situations. 

Topic: Magnetism and electromagnetic 

induction. Edexcdel 12.1-12.14 and 13.1-13.9 
 
Knowledge: Understand magnetic fields and 

that an electric current can create a magnetic 
field. Explain use of transformers. 
 
Skills: Numeracy-calculating & re-arranging, 

use of standard form 
Literacy- using key vocabulary to explain how 
the motor and a transformer works 
Scientific-investigating magnetic fields. 
 
Rationale: Follows on from the electrical 

circuits topic in year 10 to recap basic ideas 
of current, charge, p.d. and resistance. These 
are then applied to motors and transformers. 

Topic: Particle model. Edexcel 14.1-14.20 

 
Knowledge: Apply the particle model to 
density, changes of state and the pressure 
caused by a gas. 
Required practical-density of solids and liquids 
and heating water. 
 
Skills: Numeracy-Calculating, rearranging 

equations, standard form. 
Literacy- Using key word to describe the 
required practicals, changes of state and gas 
pressure. 
Scientific- measuring quantities, plotting and 
analysing graphs. 
 
Rationale: This follows on from the year 10 
radioactivity topic and applies the particle 
model to density, changes of state and gas 
pressure. Pressure will be studied again in the 
forces and matter topic 

Vocabulary 
Links 
 
 
 

Work Done, Power, Watts, 
action−reaction forces, electric field, 

electrostatic field, magnetic field, 
contact force, vector, resultant force, 

lever, gears, moments 

Magnet, induced, permanent, 
electromagnet, solenoid, Fleming’s left-

hand rule, motor effect, Tesla, direct 
current, dynamo, national grid, 

primary/secondary coil, step-up/step-
down transformer 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

State of matter, kinetic theory, density, 
sublimation, specific heat capacity, 

absolute zero, kelvin temperature scale, 
kinetic energy, Pascal, gas pressure   



Year 11 
Half Term 4 

February – March 
Half Term 5 
April - May 

Half Term 6 
June - July 

 Topic: Forces and matter. Edexcel topic 

15.1-15.17. 
 
Knowledge: Applying forces to 

extending springs, pressure applied in 
solids and liquids and hydraulics. 
 
Skills: Numeracy-Calculating, 

rearranging equations, standard form. 
Literacy- Using key word to describe the 
required practical and how forces exert 
pressure.  
Scientific- measuring quantities, plotting 
and analysing graphs. 
 
Rationale: This follows on from the year 

10& 11 topics on forces and energy and 
applies the particle model to elastic 
behaviour and pressure. 

Revision/Preparation for exams Revision/Preparation for exams 
 
 

Vocabulary 
Links 
 
 

Elastic, extension, linear relationship, 
spring constant, atmospheric 
pressure, displace, upthrust 

  

 

 

 

 


